Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns from the word banks.

**Possessive pronouns**

your  hers  its  yours  ours

1. We were hoping that the shiny, red sports car was going to be **ours**.
2. She grabbed the plate of food because she thought it was ______.
3. Is this ______ house?
4. The cat loved sleeping on ______ blanket.

**Relative pronouns**

who  which  that  whoever  whichever

1. ______ is wearing the green shirt in the picture looks very happy.
2. My doctor works in the building ______ is on the corner.
3. ______ choice you make will be a good one.
4. Do you know the girl ______ goes to the school?

**Indefinite pronouns**

all  any  somebody  anything  nobody

1. ______ of my teachers have decided to go take a class this weekend.
2. ______ person can start a business in my town.
3. I was looking for ______ who would like to go to the park with me.
4. Is there ______ special you’d like to do for your birthday?

A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun or other pronoun. Possessive pronouns refer to ownership; relative pronouns connect a phrase to a noun/ pronoun; and indefinite pronouns don’t refer to anything specific.
Possessive, relative and indefinite pronouns

Answers

**Possessive pronoun**
- your
- hers
- its
- yours
- ours

1. We were hoping that the shiny, red sports car was going to be **ours**.
2. She grabbed the plate of food because she thought it was **hers**.
3. Is this **your** house?
4. The cat loved sleeping on **its** blanket.

**Relative pronoun**
- who
- which
- that
- whoever
- whichever

3. **Whoever** is wearing the green shirt in the picture looks very happy.
2. My doctor works in the building **that** is on the corner.
1. **Whichever** choice you make will be a good one.
4. Do you know the girl **who** goes to the school?

**Indefinite pronoun**
- all
- any
- somebody
- anything
- nobody

1. **All** of my teachers have decided to go take a class this weekend.
2. **Any** person can start a business in my town.
3. I was looking for **somebody** who would like to go to the park with me.
4. Is there **anything** special you’d like to do for your birthday?